
7.10 $ 13,900 9.80 6,251

 Configurable dashboard designed to highlight KPI’s 
most relevant for an investigator

 Menu driven to allow for quick access to the most 
commonly used views

 Filters allow for custom date ranges along with time 
and place drill-down

Store Dashboard
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Store Dashboard

 Configurable dashboard designed to highlight KPI’s 
most relevant for an investigator

 Details by Hours by Day



6,251
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 Item level data available to prioritize events based on 
time, place, merchandise type

 Event labels allow users to identify, track, and query 
to improve investigator workflow

Details Report
Item level detail of Shrink events items
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Identify High Shrink Sites

 Quickly access which locations are trending highest

 Hover over bars for details and further drill down 4



Bulk Events - ORC

 Configure loss events to flag when multiple items exit 
at once indicating potential ORC

 Review summary data to determine priority and 
whether to investigate further
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Details Report

 Drill into bulk events for more context

 Gain insights into merchandise details

 Validate by clicking on video for more context
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 Selectable video per shrink event

 Query based on a 2 minute per & post view

Video Capture Events 



Event Labels

 Label events to remove redundancy when 
investigating and save time

 Create categories of event types to allow for trending 
and reporting

 Add context to events to eliminate non shrink events 8



Event Details View
 Look for events which include both sold and unsold 

merchandise indicating potential collusion

 Use bar charts to see anomalies worth more research 9
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Identify Internal Collusion
 Look for events which include both sold and unsold 

merchandise

 Use bar charts to see anomalies worth more research 10



Performance & Best Practices

 Determine why some investigators are more effective 
than others

 Use data to inform best practices

 Share data to create healthy competition
11
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